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Writing and reading are closely related. Better writers tend to be better readers, and better 

readers may become better writers. Generally the strategies children use to read are the same ones 

they use to write. Teachers can take advantage of the connection between reading and writing to 

develop both skills. 

Literacy development is dependent on the experiences the child has through reading and 

writing activities. Reading-writing activities are essential to the child's learning to read and write. 

Reading and writing should occur naturally to construct meaning in everyday situations. Reading 

and writing are interdependent processes that are essential to each other and mutually beneficial.  

As writing improves through daily communicative use, reading is enhanced.  The relationship 

between reading and writing is based on communication.  Both processes should develop as a 

natural extension of the child's need to communicate. In other words, if reading and writing are to 

be communicative then the reader needs to read with the sense of the writer and the writer needs to 

write with the sense of the reader. A reader needs to make sense of what the writer is 

communicating through the text and the writer needs to make sure that his/her message is clear and 

understood by the reader. Children should make the connection that other children will be reading 

their writing, so that children will need to have a better sense of the writer and write better with the 

sense of the reader. Children need to develop their communicative skills by having the opportunities 

to read and write. 

Children need to view themselves as readers and writers to build knowledge about the forms 

and functions of the language. Children need to know the function of reading and writing.1 

The classroom-learning environment that incorporates the integration of reading and writing 

is very important. This environment should provide experiences that can be explored through 

reading and writing. Teachers should make efficient use of the instructional time connecting reading 

and writing. Rather than teach separate reading and writing skills, instruction should integrate new 

concepts through reading and writing activities that develop thinking and language skills. Teachers 

need to engage students in reading-writing activities and integrate them into instruction in order for 

                                                           
1http://www.bridgew.edu/Library/CAGS_Projects/LTHOMSON/web%20page/r-w%20connection.htm#r-w connection 
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learning to occur.  Students need to have permanent opportunities to read and write meaningful text, 

collaboration with and direct teaching of reading and writing, and modelling of the reading and 

writing process. Teachers should provide opportunities for their students to understand reading-

writing connection between becoming a reader and writer.2 

 The student needs to be taught the writer-as-reader strategy so that he can switch back and 

forth from writer to reader and reader to writer. The reader-as-writer strategy would be applied to 

reading the text; the student would need to construct meaning from the author's intended meaning.3 

   Teachers have an important role in giving students opportunities to learn through reading 

and writing strategies. Effective reading-writing learning strategies should include characteristics of 

learning that consist of critical thinking, analysis, reasoning and understanding, using revision to 

evaluate meaning, fostering student's prior knowledge, personal involvement in reading and writing 

by making personal choices or taking positions, and promoting students' responses through feelings.  

All writing assignments should be encouraged before, during, and after the reading of a text.4 

 A short story, an advertisement, a poem, a letter or a magazine article can be used as well as 

pictures to create  an information gap and lead to communicative activities.5 

 When models are used as illustrations, often much of the teaching is teacher talk with pupils 

listening. Research, for example by Robin Alexander, has found that 80% of teachers’ questions 

produces one or two word answers. Yet we know that a combination and variety of approach is 

more supportive. Strategies like using models can help us to take account of the learning needs of 

our pupils.6 

 These models do more than simply offer a topic for discussion or for compositions: they 

contain genuine, real life English. The more our pupils read, the sooner they become familiar with 

the language spoken by the native speakers (vocabulary, sentence patterns, idioms). 

 There are two types of reading we can ask our pupils to do: extensive reading or close 

reading. In the case of extensive reading our students read whole stories or whole books at a higher 

level of the language than they themselves can produce and, due to the amount of text, they cannot 

stop and search the unknown words in a dictionary. They read for content, for meaning. When the 

pupils read a short text and they have to pay attention to vocabulary, content and organization, they 

do close reading.7 

 Basically, our students can work with a text or from a text. Copying, examining the writer’s 

choices of specific linguistic and logical features, such as grammar, punctuation, organization, 

                                                           
2http://www.bridgew.edu/Library/CAGS_Projects/LTHOMSON/web%20page/r-w%20classroom.htm 
3http://www.bridgew.edu/Library/CAGS_Projects/LTHOMSON/web%20page/r-w%20strategies.htm 
4 Ibid. 
5Raimes, Ann, Techniques in teaching writing, Oxford, 1983, p. 50 
6http://www.hmie.gov.uk/documents/publication/dwtrtl.html#2 
7Raimes, Ann, Techniques in teaching writing, Oxford, 1983, p. 51 
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sentence arrangement mean working with the text. Using the text to create a text of their own, 

(summarize, complete, speculate, react) means working from the text.8 

 Ann Raimes provides a series of techniques related to the use of reading in order to develop 

writing skills:9 

 Copying is an activity, which, first of all, develops the fluency of handwriting and pupils 

practise the mechanics of punctuation, spelling, capitalization and paragraph indentation. A real 

challenge for the teacher is to make copying an interesting, meaningful activity. 

 We can give the students a paragraph with mistakes. They correct the mistakes and 

rewrite the paragraph. 

 

Study the following paragraph. It contains nine mistakes. Find the errors and correct them. Rewrite 

the corrected paragraph: 

“It is not difficult remove the shell from a lobster ifyou follow these step. First, you should to put 

thelobster on it's back and remove the two large clawsand tail section. After that, You must also 

twist off theflippers at end of tail section. After these twisted off,use your fingers to push the lobster 

meat out of thetail in one piece. Next, remove the black vein. From 

the tail meat. Finally, before you sit down to enjoyyour meal, break open  

the claws with a nutcrackerand remove the meat.”10 

 When our students do close reading, they can examine cohesive links. Studying and learning 

how to use logical and linguistic links between the sentences in is an important part of the writing 

process. We have to make our students aware of how the connecting words are used in a piece of 

writing. 

 For example, in a reading passage the students have to replace the underlined words with the 

words they refer to: 

The girl had a ball in her hand. It was red. She was blonde. 

 The ball was red. The girl was blonde. 

 Students can read a passage and underline the instances of the. After that they determine in 

which cases the provides a link to a noun that has been mentioned before: 

A man appeared at one of the windows. The man was wounded. He opened the window and … 

 We can give our students a text with the linking words missing, asking them to use any 

linking words they know or giving them a list of possible words: 

                                                           
8Ibid. 
9 Ibid. p. 51-65 
10Doddy, Achmad and Sugeng, Ahmad, Developing English competencies, Jakarta, 2008, p. 73 
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.......1 women like the independence of driving, men like the thrill they get behind the steering wheel 

of a car. ………2., men overtake more frequently than women. ……….3, men are more prepared to 

drive long distances without a break.(…)……..4 the older you get, the more careful you become. 

 

1. a. Furthermore  b. In fact   c. Whereas   d. In general 

2. a.Whereas  b.In general  c. Furthermore d.In fact 

3. a. In fact  b.Whereas  c.In general  d.Furthermore 

4. a.In fact  b.Furthermore  c.Whereas  d.In general 

 students can be given a story and they have to fit in the clauses, practising the linking of 

ideas: 

Read the story. Where do clauses a-f go? 

There was once an old, dying farmer _____1 . Before he died he wanted to teach his three sons how 

to be good farmers. So he called them to his bedside and said,’My boys, I have an important secret 

to tell you: there is a great treasure buried in the vineyard. Promise me that you will look for it 

when I’m dead.’ 

The sons gave their promise and _____2they began looking for the treasure. They worked very hard 

in the hot sun _____3. They pictured boxes of gold coins, diamond necklaces, and other such things. 

_____4 but they found not a single penny. They were very upset _____5. However, a few months 

after the grapes started to appear on the vines. Their grapes were the biggest and the best in the 

neighbourhood and they sold them for a lot of money. Now, the sons understood _____6 and they 

lived happily ever after. 

a. As soon as their father died 

b. Who had worked hard in his vineyard all his life 

c. What their father had meant by the great treasure 

d. And while they were working they thought about what their father had said 

e. Because they felt that all their hard work had been for nothing 

f. Soon they had dug up every inch of the vineyard11 

 

 Another activity when students examine a piece of writing closely is to examine punctuation 

and grammar. An elementary student, for instance, might not be sure whether to write two short 

sentences or whether to combine them with a comma and the word and. 

 In order to improve their writing skills, the students have to write not only grammatically 

correct sentences, but the sentences have to fit together well. We can use reading to get our students 

                                                           
11 Soars, Liz and John, New Headway, intermediate student’s book, OUP, 2003, p. 106 
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to examine sentence arrangement. Students of English as a Second Language often write 

grammatically correct sentences which together do not have the desired message. 

 We can give our pupils a sentence, followed by two sentences that may follow it. 

The two sentences that can follow the original given sentence have the same 

meaning: 

When he came home, we were reading his letters.  

A.) Those letters were written by his friend years ago.    

 B.) Years ago, his friend wrote those letter. 

 

Every four years we have what we call leap year.  

A.) The month of February has 29 days in a leap year. 

B.) In a leap year, the month of February has 29 days. 

 We can give our pupils two sentences with a gap between them, and some sentences 

which could possibly fit in the gap. The students can work in pairs or groups and 

choose the best sentence and tell why that sentence is the best choice: 

The British let their dogs take over their houses. __________________ They spoil their dogs with 

toys and treats and specially prepared meals.12 

A.) The French also keep dogs inside the house. 

B.) They think of them as part of the family. 

C.) My grandparents have three dogs from England. 

 

British people can be very formal and find it hard to talk to people that they do not know. 

_________________________ But there is no problem with dogs.13 

A.) They feel embarrassed if they have to talk to strangers. 

B.) They have a problem with people. 

C.) They don’t trust others. 

 The students can work in groups and arrange the following text into appropriate 

order. Then, they rewrite it using their own words: 

How to record on the cassette player/How to use a recorder 

• Then you put in the tape on it. 

• After that you connected the 

• Finally pressed down the record and play button microphone. 

• And then tested the voice level recorder. 

                                                           
12Falla, Tim and Davies, Paul, Solutions, Elementary workbook, OUP, 2008, p. 60 
13 Ibid. 
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• Well, first you have to plug in the cord. 

• Then you can begin to record it.14 

 For developing our students’ writing skills, we can use not only reading materials, but 

different kinds of pictures as well: photos, drawings or maps. Pictures offer a shared experience for 

all the students in the class, a common base which leads to language activities. The use of pictures 

provides a stimulating focus for students’ attention.15 

So, how can we use pictures for writing activities in the classroom? 

 Probably the easiest way to use a picture is to get our students make a description of it. 

 Students can also write a composition individually, in pairs or in groups, using a picture as a 

starting point: 

 Working in groups or in pairs, students can do some role-play, starting from the image of a 

camp. They are working for an advertising agency and have to prepare a brochure to attract 

young people to the camp. Every group has to read their paragraph and they discuss which 

one is the best.16 

 We can choose a photograph and ask the students to write a caption for different contexts 

(e.g. a newspaper, a tourist brochure, an advertisement for a product). 

 Picture sequences, such as comic strips, or pairs of sentences, can provide the subject matter 

for writing narrative and for speculating about the story beyond the pictures.17 

Maps are a valuable resource for us and for our students, providing real information. Using 

maps, the  students can practice giving directions and using the words and syntax that describe 

spatial relations.18 

 Music can be used to stimulate writing as well. Music is universal and it is easy for everyone 

to understand, provoking feelings and ideas. Instrumental music is probably the best choice. Jeremy 

Harmer describes several ways in which music can be used in a writing class.19 

 But for an efficient use of what our students know, we have to integrate different skills. The 

need to integrate skills in language learning has already been stressed and, in many respects, this is 

not a new feature of the writing programme. Integrating skills helps the pupils use the language 

naturally, not just practice it.20 

 

 
                                                           
14Doddy, Achmad and Sugeng, Ahmad, Developing English competencies, Jakarta, 2008, p. 73 
15Raimes, Ann, Techniques in teaching writing, Oxford, 1983, p. 27 
16 Ibid. p. 33 
17Ibid. p. 36 
18Ibid. p. 41 
19Harmer, Jeremy, How to teach writing, Longman, 2004, p. 65-66 
20Byrne, Donn, Teaching writing skills, Longman, 1988, p. 95 
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CORELAREA CITIRII ÎNTR-O LIMBĂ STRĂINĂ CU SCRIEREA 

 

  Predarea unei limbi moderne ține cont de dezvoltarea la elevi a celor patru abilități de bază. 

Ceea ce se dorește este o corelare între abilitatea de aciti și competența de scriere corectă în limba 

engleză. Sunt forte multe posibilități de abordare a  diferitelor metodologii moderne de predare a 

acestor abilități, dar în această lucrare sunt prezentate doar o parte din ele, cu rezultate bune în 

practica strategiilor de lucru la clasă cu elevii. 

 Sunt aduse menționate exmple concrete care corelează dezvoltarea competenței de scriere cu 

cea de citire în cadrul unor sarcini de lucru interesante, interactive și soluționate de către elevi cu 

succes in practica predării la clasă. 

 


